
 

 

Amongst the many areas that come up in discussions around tax

time is the question of superannuation.

 

The common questions that come up are:

How much does my employer contribute? 

How much can I contribute?

Can I make tax-deductible contributions? 

Is it too much – or not enough?

How much tax do I pay on my super?

And why am I paying more tax?

I don’t earn that much, can I get any tax benefits from contributing

to super?

And how much Super do I need to have?

 

Ok, let's break this down.

The Superannuation

Question:

How much is too much?



From July 1, 2021, employer contributions are based on 10% of your gross salary

from 'ordinary' earnings. So, assuming you are earning, say, $100,000 p.a. from

salary and wages, your employer is required to pay $10,000 p.a. to your super fund.

This is the "Super Guarantee Contribution" that is frequently referred to or called

the SGC payment.

The employer payments need to be made at least quarterly, direct to your super

fund (or via a 'clearing house'), within three weeks of the end of each quarter (i.e.

by October 21 for the July to September quarter, etc.).

The "10%" amount, however, is capped to a maximum threshold. This has risen with

CPI and is now limited to a ceiling of $235,680 p.a. of salary – so, at 10%, this is a

maximum contribution by your employer of $23,568 p.a. (or $5,892 per quarter) 

Of course, some employers will pay either a higher percentage (i.e. more than 10%)

or not be limited by this 'maximum' amount, but the amounts shown above are the

'legal’ requirements.

At the lower end, the minimum amount of super that needs to be paid, is based on

monthly earnings, of at least $450 per month. Note that this base amount is

proposed to be scrapped from July 1, 2022, meaning that all staff, including part

time and casual staff, will be entitled to super contributions. As this has not yet

been made law, it is subject to change, but working on the current rules, anyone

with earnings of more than $450 per month is entitled to superannuation from their

employer.

How much does my employer contribute?



In combination with the employer contribution, there is a maximum amount that

you can contribute to your superannuation each year.

Well, actually there are two 'limits'… and they can be different year on year.

Yes, I know, that sounds confusing.

So lets start with the main one – the 'tax deductible one'.

Concessional contributions as they are known, have generally been limited to a

maximum of $25,000 per financial year. This has been increased to $27,500 for

the 21/22 tax year and onwards.

This covers the employer contributions, and any contributions you make

personally – either by way of a 'salary sacrifice' option with your employer, or as a

voluntary contribution paid by you from your net wages or other income.

 

So, taking the example above, on a $100,000 salary, your employer contributes

$10,000 per year. This means that you can also contribute an additional $15,000

from your own resources to your superannuation each year.

But what if you want to contribute more? Perhaps to catch up for years where

you could not afford to put in as much as you can now?

For instance, the employer only contributed $5,000 last year, and I could not

afford to put more in, but this year, with bonuses, debts paid off etc, I could afford

to add to my super. Can I put in more than $25,000?

Yes, you can!

Since the 2018/19 year, it has been possible to 'rollover' the unused contribution

amount available, and combine up to 5 years of 'unused' contribution limits in any

year. 

In 21/22 (the current tax year) we are in year 4 of this system, so no one has the

full contribution limit available, but there is scope for some people to contribute

up to $100,000 in this tax year.

 

How much can I contribute?



To find out what your 'limit' for the year is, please contact us and we can review

the information held by the ATO and discuss this with you – and do some 'early

tax planning' for the year ahead.

There is another type of contribution – the 'non tax deductible' contribution – or

non-deductible amount.

This is commonly seen as being the 'lump sum' payments that some make into

super, often after selling assets like a property or shares, as they approach their

retirement years.

Usually, the maximum amount that can be contributed in this way is 1. $110,000

p.a. You CAN 'accelerate' this amount, and contribute up to 3 years' worth in the

one year, and hence contribute $330,000 in a single year (or an amount between

$110,000 and $330,000, and then pay additional amounts up to the $300,000

limit over the rest of the 3 financial years. (Age and work tests may apply to this)

There are limits around both of these 'bonus levels', again to limit the opportunity

for high income levels to pay substantial amounts. 

When your total superannuation balance exceeds $1,700,000 then there is NO

ability to make additional lump sum contributions to your fund.



Yes, you can.

While it had been ruled out for many years (on the basis that the employers
were making contributions for you), it is now possible to claim a tax
deduction for additional super contributions that you make – either on a
regular basis, or as ‘one off’ payments towards the end of the tax year. 

Again, this applies within the ‘contributions cap’ limit mentioned earlier – i..e
within the annual $27,500 limit.

Some employers also offer a salary sacrifice option, where you ‘sacrifice’ a
certain amount of your salary to be paid directly to your super fund.
However, you may choose to set up a regular payment coming from your
bank account instead, so that these contributions are made weekly or
monthly (instead of quarterly), and you can keep track of the amount paid
into super the year with more certainty.

There is some annual paperwork required in order to claim the tax deduction
each year (which we can assist you with) that needs to be lodged with your
super fund. Without this the ATO may deny your tax deduction for your suepr
payments on your tax return.

Can I make personal contributions – and

get a tax deduction for this?



Tax Happens!

Ok, so let's start this answer with the tax benefits of super contributions. 

 

Contributions made to a super fund are, within the fund, subject to a tax rate of

15%. The same applies to the earnings and income that is made by investing

these contributions.

And, on retirement, the pension paid to you from your super fund is paid to you

TAX-FREE. And, while the fund is still making you money through its

investments, the earnings of your ‘pension account’ is also tax-free. (I won’t go

into the position of Pooled funds vs Self-managed funds in this – its too

complex for this discussion).

On your salary and taxable income, every dollar that you earn over the initial

$18,200, is subject to a minimum tax rate of 21% (including Medicare levy) and

up to 49% on income over $180,000.

So, even with a tax of 15% on your contributions in the super fund, you are

effectively saving anywhere between $40 and $350 in tax overall for every

$1,000 you contribute to superannuation, when a tax deduction is claimed –

either on your tax return at year end., or via a salary sacrifice arrangement.

So, what is to stop you from making even larger contributions? i.e. why not put

$50,000 into super and claim a tax deduction on it?

Well, you can, but what the tax office will do, is to treat the extra as excess

contributions – and tax it ON TOP of your taxable income (less 15%). This of

course takes out the significant tax benefit from the contributions.

What if the total contributions are ‘too much’?

What happens then?



So, if the annual ‘limit’ is $27,500, but you make $50,000 in total contributions

(or your employer does!), the ‘additional’ $23,500 is added to your taxable

income to work out the total tax that you need to pay on your tax return. A ‘tax

offset’ of 15% is applied in working out your personal tax bill on these excess

contributions. In the end, you will personally* pay up to 35% tax on these

additional contributions. 

*You can get your super fund to make these additional tax payments. That

takes a bit of extra work after your tax return has been lodged

This is known as the ‘Excess contributions tax’, and is charged to you once your

tax returns have been lodged.

But wait, there is more! (tax that is)

There is also an additional tax payable on your super contributions, if your total

income levels exceed a certain amount each year. 

If your Adjusted taxable income and super contributions, in total exceed

$250,000, then a tax called Division 293 Tax will be charged to you on the

super contributions up to the contribution limits (i.e. $27,500 for 21/22,

$25,000 for prior years.)

The Division 293 tax does not apply on ‘’over contributions’’. Instead, it applies

on the contributions made up to the contribution limit, and only on the

component that ‘’exceeds’’ the combined $250,000 threshold.

Where possible, we will calculate the potential for this tax liability for you when

we prepare your tax return.



I don’t earn that much – is there any benefit

for me (or is it all just for the rich folks?)

 

There are some tax benefits and incentives available for people with incomes at

the lower end of the scale.

There is a Low Income Tax offset, payable to your super fund, to offset the tax

payable on your super contributions. This offset is up to $500.00 in each year

that contributions are made for you, when your Adjusted Taxable Income is no

more than $37,000. This effectively reduces or eliminates the tax on your super

contributions on upi to $3,333 of super contributions.

In a similar way, if you make ‘’after tax’’ contributions to your super fund (i.e.

and not claim a tax deduction on these contributions), and your adjusted

taxable income is under $39,837, then the Tax office will make a co-

contribution of up to $500 to your fund to help ‘top up’ your super

contributions. On Adjusted incomes of up to $51,837, the Tax Office will make a

co-contribution, however the benefit paid is reduced as income rises to this

level.



While the easy answer is – As much as you can – the more complete answer

takes a lot more calculation. This is where you do need to talk to a financial

adviser in order to look at this and set your ‘targets’. 

You need to take into account what your cost of living is at the time, what you

want to do within retirement (a life of travel; sea change / tree change;

supporting family or charity, whatever you want to do), what debts you need

to pay out – and how you plan to do this also needs to be considered. What

assets (house, shares, business etc) do you hold outside of super as well? Are

you planning to move into a retirement home or aged care at some point in

your retirement? All of these things need to be considered in making your

retirement plans.

As an accountant, I can work with you, and look at aspects such as your

cashflow, and cost of living, and we can calculate the projected income

amounts needed to maintain your chosen lifestyle. From this, we can work out

the estimated capital amount that you need to target to achieve this, and what

your annual or monthly contributions need to be to achieve these targets.

How this is invested and managed, is a matter to be discussed with a financial

planner or licensed adviser. Here at Fiscal Artisans, we can discuss various

investment options, but I can not give you recommendations on where and

how much you can invest to achieve your targets. Only a licensed financial

adviser can do this.

Many look at the total balance needed for retirement on the basis that the

Capital balance needs to be large enough to enable you to ‘live on the

earnings’, without using the capital. The idea of this, is that the capital is then

passed down to family members (and often this is suggested BY the family

members!) as their inheritance, instead of being used to support their

retirement years. 

So how much super should I have when I retire?



As I see it, your retirement funds generally need to last you for around 20 – 25

years. i.e., from retirement at around 60 to 65 years of age, to around 85 – 95

years. So the capital you have invested in super and for retirement, together

with the ongoing earnings from the investments, needs to cover your living

costs for this period of time. Perhaps look at what you need to cover 30 years,

to give you a contingency on your estimates. We can calcualte what this would

requrie in terms of an annual 'cashflow' and what capital and earnings are

needed to achieve this.

There are a lot of benefits and advantages – both in the short terms, and the

longer term – from considering your superannuation contributions. 

As part of your tax planning, and as part of your retirement planning, it is

important that you look at your superannuation arrangements, and get it to the

“Goldilocks” position – not too little, not too much, just right!

WIth a little bit of planning, and a structured approach to your superannuation

arrangements, you can have an enjoyable retirement. To take action on this

now, contact us to arrange a time to review your position.
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